Deposit insurance is a tightrope act. On the one hand, explicit deposit insurance can significantly reduce the incidence of bank runs or even stop runs altogether in countries with strong institutions and proper safeguards. On the other hand, when not done carefully, explicit deposit insurance can fuel bank crises by giving banks perverse incentives to take unnecessary risks. The United States learned a painful lesson in this regard in the 1980s and early 1990s, when an overly generous deposit insurance system helped trigger the largest wave of bank failures there since the Great Depression in the 1930s. As the U.S. experience suggests, any country that adopts explicit deposit insurance must grapple with the destabilizing effects of that insurance on the country’s financial system.

This problem, known as “moral hazard,” has taken on new significance with the rapid spread of explicit deposit insurance. Most countries are reluctant to permit banks to become insolvent without providing relief to depositors, and thus governments commonly extend depositors some sort of financial safety net. Until the early 1990s, however, this financial safety net did not include explicit deposit insurance in most countries. Instead, the vast majority of nations relied on other protections, including implicit deposit guarantees. A country signals implicit guarantees through its actions, not its words, by bailing out the depositors of failed banks and thereby sending a message that similar bailouts will be available in the future.

In the last few decades, this state of affairs began to change as countries flocked to explicit deposit insurance. In explicit insurance systems, countries formally commit in advance, usually through legislation, to guarantee some or all of the deposits in failed banks. Be-
tween 1974 and 2003, the number of countries adopting explicit de-
posit insurance grew more than six-fold, from 12 to 88.  

The proliferation of explicit deposit insurance and the attendant 
risk of bank crises make it more important than ever for countries 
considering adoption to decide whether explicit deposit insurance is 
appropriate and, if so, to institute full and proper safeguards against 
moral hazard by banks. Until recently, the question of proper safe-
guards was strictly a matter of theory and not of empirical fact. In  
recent years, however, two new datasets on deposit insurance  
schemes around the world—the first compiled by World Bank  
economists Asli Demirgüç-Kunt, Baybars Karacaovili, and Luc  
Laeven  

4 and the second compiled by economists James R. Barth,  
Gerard Caprio, Jr., and Ross Levine  

5—have enriched our understand-
ing of the effects and limitations of various facets of deposit insur-
ance. This chapter discusses findings from research on these datasets  
and the implications for deposit insurance adoption and design.  

The chapter opens by summarizing the growth of explicit deposit  
insurance systems around the world. It then surveys the rationales for  
deposit insurance and discusses why deposit insurance fosters moral  
hazard and increases the likelihood of bank crises. The final section  
examines how explicit deposit insurance can be designed to alleviate 
moral hazard. 

The Prevalence of Deposit Insurance Worldwide  

Today, deposit guarantees are the norm, not the exception, in  
banking systems around the world. When it comes to depositor pro-
tection, nations essentially have six choices:  

- Enact a law expressly denying deposit insurance protection, as  
  New Zealand has done.  

- Expressly deny deposit insurance, but give priority to depositors  
  over other claimants in failed bank insolvency proceedings. This  
  is the approach in Australia.  

- Be ambiguous about implicit coverage (which is the default posi-
tion if there is no law on point).
- Signal implicit deposit guarantees through their actions by consistently bailing out failed banks and their depositors. As of 2003, 93 countries reported using this approach.

- Legislate explicit deposit guarantees with coverage limits. Eighty-eight countries had adopted this approach by 2003. Today, explicit deposit insurance is found predominantly in Europe, Central Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean, but rarely in sub-Saharan Africa.

- Opt for explicit deposit guarantees with full coverage. This last approach occurs rarely and is usually reserved for severe systemic financial crises. In 2003, only the Dominican Republic, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Turkey, and Turkmenistan had full explicit coverage.

There are several reasons for the recent widespread adoption of explicit deposit insurance. Explicit guarantees have immense political appeal because they assuage citizens’ concerns about the safety of their deposits and thus increase the flow of funds into banks. Financial experts from international financial institutions and elsewhere have also counseled developing countries to adopt explicit systems in recent years. Finally, the European Union’s adoption of explicit deposit insurance in its 1994 Directive on Deposit Insurance helped fuel the surge in explicit deposit insurance in Europe.

**Rationales for Deposit Insurance**

As the preceding discussion suggests, explicit deposit guarantees are an increasingly common response to the problem of bank runs and contagion. Banks are uniquely prone to runs because they borrow “short” (by taking in demand deposits) and lend “long” (by making loans with longer maturities). This results in a “term mismatch” that makes the balance sheets of banks inherently unstable. If depositors descend *en masse* and insist on withdrawing more cash than the bank has in the vault, the bank will not be able to liquidate its assets fast enough to satisfy depositors’ demands and a bank run can ensue. Furthermore, bank runs can cause a ripple effect and trigger full-blown contagion.
The unstable balance sheet of banks is not a quirk. Rather, it is inherent to a key economic function of banks, which is providing financial liquidity. As financial intermediaries, banks accept liquid deposits from the public and reinvest those funds in long-term, illiquid loans. In the process, banks provide borrowers with liquidity by allowing them to post their illiquid land or machinery as collateral and convert those assets into cash in the form of loan proceeds. Similarly, banks provide depositors with liquidity by giving them immediate access to their funds via demand deposits. Demand deposits, in turn, are integral to the payment system because they permit buyers to pay via bank drafts and sellers to clear those drafts quickly.\textsuperscript{10}

When banks make loans, they assume the risk of holding illiquid assets. Under today’s international capital standards, generally 80 percent or more of a bank’s funds are tied up in illiquid loans and only a small fraction of a bank’s deposits are on hand at any one time to satisfy withdrawals. Banks have confidence that they actually can honor depositors’ demands based on the principle of \textit{fractional reserves}, which holds (1) that depositors will normally withdraw only a small fraction of deposits on any given day and (2) that this fraction is statistically ascertainable. If the unexpected strikes, however, and withdrawals exceed cash on hand, the bank will not be able to honor all demands for withdrawal because its funds are tied up in loans that cannot be easily converted to cash. Unless the bank can tap backup sources of liquidity,\textsuperscript{11} it will have to sell off its assets at fire-sale prices or close its doors.\textsuperscript{12}

Absent deposit guarantees, once rumors, whether true or false, start that a bank is on the brink of failure, its depositors face a collective-action problem. In an ideal world, if depositors stood firm and all refrained from withdrawing their deposits, the bank could escape immediate liquidation and preserve the value of its asset portfolio. Rational depositors know, however, that the world is not ideal and that nothing stops other depositors from demanding withdrawal of their funds in full. Furthermore, rational depositors know that if they wait to withdraw their funds, the bank may run out of money before they reach the teller window. Thus, they will rush to the head of the line and immediately withdraw their funds in order to avoid losing their life savings. The resulting stampede will trigger a bank run, spelling the bank’s demise.\textsuperscript{13}
In other type of industries, investor exit, in the form of mass sell-offs of shares, exerts valuable market discipline. Bank runs likewise exert market discipline, at least when they are based on accurate information. However, the hair-trigger nature of bank runs makes them susceptible to false rumors, which can inadvertently topple solvent banks. When this happens, depositors are unnecessarily harmed and funds are shifted to less efficient uses.¹⁴

Whether the rumors behind bank runs are true or false, runs inflict severe social costs. Bank runs pose a classic prisoner's dilemma¹⁵ that results in two types of harm to depositors, absent deposit guarantees. The first is a matter of distributive justice. Depositors at the end of the line lose their deposits altogether, while depositors at the front of the line receive their deposits in full. Second, depositors have a smaller pie to divide because the bank must liquidate assets at distress sale prices to try to satisfy the demand for withdrawals en masse.

In the worst case, a bank run can ripen into a panic. If a run at one bank causes depositors at other banks to fear for the safety of their own deposits, the run can spread into generalized contagion. As public trust in banks evaporates, depositors will pull their funds out of banks and hide them under the proverbial mattress, sending the banking system into severe disintermediation. As the money supply contracts, credit dries up, resulting in deflation, production cutbacks, and widespread unemployment.¹⁶ Bank runs and panics can further paralyze the payment system by causing failed banks to default on payments in transit, thereby disrupting commerce.¹⁷

In the United States and numerous other countries, the advent of securitization improved the problem of term mismatch by enabling banks to liquidate their assets and thereby reduce the risk of bank runs. In recent years, increased reliance by banks on fee-generating income and access to emergency liquidity through the discount windows of central banks have also helped curb bank runs.¹⁸ Nevertheless, bank runs and panics remain cause for concern. As recently as the 1980s in the United States, bank panics caused state deposit insurance systems to collapse in Maryland, Ohio, and Rhode Island.¹⁹ Similarly, bank panic fears prompted the U.S. government to bail out

Deposit insurance seeks to reverse the psychology of bank runs by assuring depositors that if their banks fail for any reason, their funds will be protected up to the limits on coverage.21 This goal is deemed so important that numerous countries require depositors to have deposit insurance, whether or not they want it. Such widespread protection makes deposit insurance highly popular and resistant to reforms.

In the United States, federal deposit insurance has had remarkable success in stemming bank runs and losses to depositors. Even during the massive U.S. bank and thrift failures in the 1980s and early 1990s, runs were the exception, not the rule.22 This record of success caused Milton Friedman and Anna Schwartz to proclaim in 1963: a Federal insurance of bank deposits was the most important structural change in the banking system to result from the 1933 panic and, indeed in our view, the structural change most conducive to monetary stability since state bank note issues were taxed out of existence immediately after the Civil War.23 Unfortunately, it appears, Friedman and Schwartz spoke too soon.

The Moral Hazard Implications of Deposit Insurance

Initially, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt opposed the adoption of explicit deposit insurance in the United States in 1933 on grounds that the new program would put a premium on unsound banking in the future.24 Fifty years later, his predictions came true when the largest banking crisis since the 1930s hit the United States. As Roosevelt warned, deposit insurance gives rise to moral hazard, something that is endemic to all insurance programs.

In the deposit insurance context, moral hazard manifests itself in two ways. First, explicit deposit insurance gives insured banks incentives to pursue added risks because they can capture any profits but shift any losses to the government. Second, explicit deposit insurance reduces incentives by depositors and shareholders to monitor their banks. As Professor William Lovett put it, “If governments and modern nations do not allow most banks to [fail], how can the leaders and...
managements of banking institutions be disciplined and avoid unduly risky, negligent, or adventurous lending policies (or simply poor asset-liability management)?

In a world with no deposit insurance, a bank that is considering making a risky loan knows that it will have to pay depositors more for taking on the added risk. Either the bank will pay the risk premium or it will not make the loan. In a world with deposit insurance, however, insured depositors will not demand a risk premium because they know that the government will insure their deposits up to the legal limit, regardless of whether the bank makes the loan. Thus, deposit insurance gives banks incentives to take added risks—either by increasing their leverage or investing in riskier assets thereby increasing the government’s exposure to losses. These incentives are especially strong for undercapitalized banks. Moral hazard will exist so long as the total expected profits from a bank’s asset portfolio exceed the explicit costs of deposit insurance (premiums) plus its implicit costs (the costs of regulation).

To appreciate the magnitude of moral hazard in the banking sphere, one must keep in mind that deposit insurance is not really insurance, but a guaranty against loss. Normally, private insurance insures only against losses due to defined risks (such as death due to illness or an accident, but not due to suicide by the insured). Such exclusions give insureds an incentive to guard against preventable losses.

In contrast, explicit deposit insurance reimburses depositors for losses from bank failures of any type, regardless of the reason for failure. This refusal to employ policy exclusions rests on two premises: one, that depositors do not control the conduct of a bank and, two, that public confidence in the banking system demands an ironclad guaranty. As a result, deposit insurance dampens depositors’ incentives to monitor banks for undue risks.

Far from being a theoretical concern, moral hazard in explicit deposit insurance is significant and quite real. Worldwide, explicit deposit insurance has been shown to increase the likelihood of bank crises significantly. Combining deposit insurance with interest rate liberalization further compounds moral hazard because liberalization
allows banks to charge higher interest rates and thus to lend to riskier borrowers in a quest for higher yields.\textsuperscript{32}

Despite the serious moral hazard inherent in explicit deposit insurance and attempts to tinker with reforms, deposit insurance, once adopted, is difficult to curtail due to its enormous popularity with citizens. Furthermore, it bolsters political stability by removing the threat of widespread losses from bank runs that could topple a regime.\textsuperscript{33} In this day of globalization, moreover, few economies are willing to jeopardize foreign confidence in their banking systems by paring back deposit insurance benefits.\textsuperscript{34}

The United States provides an apt example of these political pressures. In 1980, Congress set the stage for the 1980s savings and loan crisis when it raised federal deposit insurance coverage from US$40,000 to US$100,000 per depositor per institution.\textsuperscript{35} This increase was so large that federal deposit insurance coverage grew in real terms, even after adjusting for inflation, thus increasing the federal government’s financial exposure. Congress raised the US$100,000 deposit insurance limit once again in 2006, when it indexed the limit for inflation and further raised the limit for many retirement accounts to US$250,000 per depositor per institution.\textsuperscript{36} Similarly, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) has repeatedly caved in to pressures to expand deposit insurance coverage by agency fiat.\textsuperscript{37}

Congress’ 2006 amendments to the U.S. deposit insurance law increased moral hazard in other ways as well. Before that law was passed, the FDIC had one year to recapitalize the deposit insurance fund if the fund’s reserve ratio fell below the target of 1.25 percent of estimated insured deposits. The 2006 legislation now permits the FDIC to lower the target reserve ratio to 1.15 percent. In addition, the new law gives the agency five years instead of the previous one to recapitalize the deposit insurance fund if the fund falls below the target reserve ratio. The new law even allows the agency to stretch out recapitalization beyond five years in extraordinary circumstances. In the opinion of the Shadow Financial Regulatory Committee, this forbearance was not good policy because the tendency of all regulatory agencies, generally abetted by Congress, is to avoid the tough decisions or defer them to a later time.\textsuperscript{38}
In sum, the moral hazard dangers of explicit deposit insurance are ever-present and quite real. In addition, many financial innovations and deregulation serve to compound moral hazard. As banks expand into new activities that expose a deposit insurance fund to uncharted risks, the limited resources and expertise of bank regulators are further taxed. Thus, there is reason to be concerned that the risk-enhancing influence of deposit insurance could motivate some financial institutions in a deregulated environment to diversify their activities in a way that would increase the risks to which they and . . . deposit insurance agencies are exposed.39

**Constraints on Moral Hazard**

Despite the moral hazard in explicit deposit insurance, in many countries it is possible to institute deposit guarantees consistent with financial stability, though not in all. Moral hazard is why governments put elaborate banking regulation systems in place, replete with entry restrictions, activity restrictions, prophylactic rules, examinations, and sanctions.40 Similarly, tough bank resolution policies, including prompt closure of critically undercapitalized banks and prohibitions against bailouts of failed bank shareholders, are crucial safeguards against moral hazard.41

These measures alone are not enough to curb moral hazard. In addition, three more things are needed to reduce the risk created by deposit insurance. First, all deposit insurance schemes need to incorporate risk-reducing features. Second, and related to the first, countries need to foster incentives to encourage large depositors, shareholders, and other creditors to monitor their banks. Finally, neither of these points matters if a country lacks the institutions to adopt and enforce these safeguards. Unless countries have strong institutional environments, explicit deposit insurance will do more harm than good to their overall financial stability.

**Designing Explicit Deposit Insurance**

In systems where explicit deposit insurance is appropriate—that is, in countries with strong institutional safeguards against moral hazard—strict banking regulation is not enough to constrain risk. Re-
search has found that explicit deposit insurance removes more restraints on risk than government regulators are able to furnish. Accordingly, explicit deposit insurance must specifically be designed with risk-reduction features in mind.

Fortunately, thanks to the new datasets mentioned earlier in this chapter, we now have data on the effectiveness of various design features in deposit insurance schemes around the world. Many of these features are similar to features used by private insurers to control moral hazard, including coinsurance, coverage limits, and risk-based premiums.

Coverage Limits

Coverage limits are a common technique used by private insurers to control risk. In explicit deposit insurance schemes, coverage limits usually take three forms. First, the limits address what types of institutions the deposit guarantees cover. Some systems only seek to cover the payment system and thus limit coverage to commercial banks; others also cover savings institutions. Second, coverage limits address what types of deposits are covered. Some systems, for example, extend coverage to foreign currency deposits; other systems do not. Most systems exclude foreign deposits of domestic banks and domestic deposits of foreign banks. In rare instances, some deposit insurance systems also cover interbank deposits. Third, coverage limits cap the maximum amount of deposits that the government guarantees. It is rare for countries to impose de jure caps on the amount of deposit insurance per institution in its entirety. Instead, de jure limits are usually expressed in terms of amounts of deposits guaranteed per depositor per bank.

One way to gauge coverage limits in toto is to take the ratio of a country’s deposit insurance coverage to its gross domestic product per capita. This ratio varies enormously from country to country. In 2002, for instance, much of Western Europe had a ratio of less than 2:1. On the high end, the ratio reached 9:1 for Peru, 10:1 for the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, and 27:1 for Nicaragua. The United States that year had a ratio of close to 3:1. The U.S. level exceeded International Monetary Fund guidelines, which recommend limiting coverage to at most one or two times per capita GDP.
In systems with explicit deposit insurance, the frequency of bank crises rises as the ratio of deposit insurance coverage to per capita GDP increases. When the U.S. raised its policy limits on deposit insurance from US$40,000 to US$100,000 per depositor per bank in 1980, coverage shot up to approximately nine times per capita GDP. Shortly thereafter, the U.S. savings and loan crisis ensued. Today, economists estimate that the likelihood of that crisis would have dropped by 43 percent if the U.S. ratio had been the same as Switzerland’s (one-half of per capita GDP, or 1:2). More generally, countries with coverage exceeding four times per capita GDP are five times more likely to suffer bank crises than countries with coverage of under one time per capita GDP.

The research on coverage limits strongly counsels governments to place credible coverage limits on deposit insurance guarantees in order to put large creditors of banks on notice that their deposits may not be safe. Doing so will give large creditors—including major depositors, holders of subordinated debentures, and correspondent banks—strong incentives to monitor the banks with which they do business. It is especially important not to insure interbank deposits, in order to induce monitoring by fellow banks. Limiting deposit insurance coverage is even more important in developing countries, because banks in those countries tend to hold higher-risk assets on average than banks in developed countries.

**Coinsurance**

Coinsurance is another technique for quelling moral hazard. As of 2003, 21 countries with explicit deposit insurance systems required coinsurance. In these countries, coinsurance requirements ranged from 10 to 25 percent, except in Bolivia and Russia, which required coinsurance of 50 percent.

From a theoretical standpoint, it is not obvious how well coinsurance would work in the deposit insurance setting. In private insurance contracts, the person who pays the coinsurance is the one who creates the risk. Under these circumstances, coinsurance gives insureds incentives to reduce risk. In the deposit insurance context, however, banks create the risk, but depositors pay the coinsurance. Indeed, coinsurance might increase the likelihood of bank runs, by making...
some part of every deposit uninsured. Finally, traditional coinsurance is regressive. Its brunt falls on small depositors, i.e., those who are in need of the greatest protection. This may be why no low-income country requires coinsurance.

For these reasons, some theorists have cast doubt on whether coinsurance would work in deposit insurance systems. Recent research, however, helps lay these doubts to rest. Studies show that explicit deposit insurance systems with no coinsurance experience more banking system instability than systems with coinsurance, other things being equal. It appears, on average, that the incentives to large depositors from coinsurance to monitor bank risk outweigh any increased risk of bank runs that coinsurance might pose. Furthermore, the regressive nature of coinsurance can be resolved by insuring small deposits in full and only requiring coinsurance for larger deposits. Accordingly, serious consideration should be given to adopting coinsurance in explicit deposit insurance systems.

**Risk-Adjusted Premiums**

Risk-adjusted premiums are a newer technique to alleviate moral hazard. Pioneered in the United States in 1995, by 2003 twenty countries adjusted their deposit insurance premiums for risk. These premiums work by forcing insured institutions to internalize the costs of the risks that they take.

Risk-adjusted premiums have their limitations. They are better suited to gauging past and current risks than future risks. This means that insured institutions have incentives to engage in new risks as soon as their premiums are announced. In addition, there is usually a time lag before the government can incorporate the costs of new and unfamiliar risks.

When evaluating risk-adjusted rates, it is also important to consider the yardsticks that are used for measuring risk. The most common yardsticks of bank risk—capital adequacy and examination ratings—are relatively crude. In fact, capital measures do not directly measure risk at all. Instead, they measure the sufficiency of a bank’s equity cushion against losses. Examination ratings measure risk more directly, but are plagued by subjectivity. Moreover, there is no satis-
factory method to price the risk that an institution’s activities pose to the banking system’s stability overall.65

Finally, risk-adjusted premiums are prey to subjective judgment and political manipulation. Deposit insurance agencies have enormous discretion in setting a particular bank’s premiums.66 At best, this discretion can result in inconsistency; at worst, it can result in retaliation67 or, conversely, persistent undercharges. The political fondness for artificially low premiums is not surprising, given the constant political pressure that legislatures and deposit insurers receive from banks to keep deposit insurance premiums low.68

Despite these problems, evidence suggests that risk-adjusted premiums work better than flat-rate premiums and help mitigate heedless risk-taking by banks.69 This finding is powerful and intriguing, particularly because risk-adjusted premiums are generally set low70 and are subject to political capture. For instance, in the United States between 1996 and 2005, risk-adjusted premiums were largely honored in the breach because most institutions paid zero premiums. That was because the U.S. Congress had prohibited the FDIC from charging premiums to well-managed and well-capitalized institutions—the vast majority of banks—so long as the reserve ratios of the two former deposit insurance funds remained above 1.25 percent.71 In 2006, the U.S. Congress amended that law to permit the FDIC to charge premiums to all institutions. Under the new law, the premiums that the agency initially adopted for 95 percent of institutions were relatively small, on the order of 5-7 basis points.72

Although these premiums are modest, an analysis of U.S. risk-adjusted premiums by Luc Laeven suggests that U.S. premiums may not be seriously underpriced, at least for well-run banks.73 Apparently, even this slight degree of risk-adjusted pricing may help curb moral hazard (at least in a country such as the United States with strong rule of law and the systemic ability to diversify risk), especially when combined with the threat of much higher premiums for troubled institutions.

In certain other countries, however, there is strong evidence that risk-adjusted premiums need to be higher. Smaller countries in which banks have less opportunity to diversify risk generally need higher...
risk-adjusted premiums. The same is true for developing countries with weak regulation and rule of law. In these countries, risk-adjusted premiums may need to go as high as 5 percent or more of deposits. If such high premiums are unaffordable for banks, the country should not institute explicit deposit insurance.\textsuperscript{74}

**Market Discipline**

In recent years, policymakers have paid increased attention to ways to exert market discipline on banks, other than bank runs. Market discipline can take many forms, including private monitoring by interested stakeholders, corporate governance, and ousters of bank managers through the market for corporate control.

Large depositors, shareholders, and other unsecured creditors all play an important role in monitoring banks. Explicit deposit insurance can and should be designed to encourage large depositors to oversee their banks.\textsuperscript{75} Coverage limits and coinsurance help accomplish this by placing deposits over the coverage limits at risk of loss.

Nevertheless, theorists have disagreed about the wisdom of entrusting monitoring to uninsured depositors. On the one hand, uninsured depositors have incentives to insist on risk premiums. On the other hand, if large depositors with demand accounts become unsatisfied, they could exit \textit{en masse} and trigger a bank run.\textsuperscript{76} And even when depositors do have the expertise, will, and resources to monitor, they have a collective action problem because fellow depositors can free-ride on their oversight.\textsuperscript{77}

In practice, monitoring by uninsured depositors works better than one might expect. In the United States, evidence shows that uninsured depositors do demand higher returns on their accounts. Similarly, there is evidence in the United States that uninsured depositors move their funds from troubled banks to safer institutions.\textsuperscript{78} If uninsured depositors withdraw their deposits precipitously, a bank run of course can ensue. In the U.S. federal deposit insurance system in the past thirty years, this has only occurred once, at a wholesale bank where virtually all of the depositors were uninsured.\textsuperscript{79}
Investors in subordinated debentures of banks are another source of market discipline. These debentures have two main features, at least in the United States: they are not secured by any specific assets of the bank and the holders take priority behind the depositors in the event the bank goes insolvent. Similar to uninsured depositors, investors in subordinated debentures of U.S. banks have been shown to demand higher returns, at least during periods of banking system distress.  

Bank shareholders are generally considered to be a source of moral hazard, not part of the solution, due to their interest in leveraged profits. But shareholders still have an important role to play in market discipline. Stock sales by shareholders send a signal to the market and place downward pressure on the bank’s stock price. In addition, rules such as double-liability laws that make shareholders liable for a portion of depositor losses make shareholders supervise their banks more closely and bank managers more cautious about their use of depositors' funds.  

Management fears of job loss can dampen undue risks by banks as well. Such fears emanate from three sources. First, laws that permit hostile takeovers of banks can be used to remove deficient bank managers. Second, laws authorizing government regulators to remove culpable bank managers from their posts and banning them from future work in the banking industry send a strong deterrent message to bank managers elsewhere. Finally and above all, it is incumbent upon bank boards of directors to remove unsatisfactory managers from their posts.  

As this last point suggests, strong corporate governance is integral to effective monitoring. Recent initiatives to install a majority of independent directors on the boards of banks are designed to boost outside scrutiny of bank managers. Similarly, holding bank officers and directors liable for conflicts of interest, securities fraud, illegality, breach of the duty of care, and other types of misconduct has been found to reduce moral hazard.
Strong Institutions, Rule of Law, and Transparency

The argument so far has assumed that the safeguards discussed above are feasible and enforceable. But if a country’s institutions are weak, explicit deposit insurance will destabilize the country’s financial system, rather than help it.

None of the safeguards described above—banking regulation, strict bank resolution techniques, design features of deposit insurance, or market discipline—will work unless they can actually be instituted and enforced. Effective banking regulation, tough resolution policies, and credible safety features in deposit insurance, for example, require more than the passage of banking laws. They also require consistent enforcement of those laws, integrity, independence from political interference, an ability to resist bribery, and government accountability to the public.

Similarly, market discipline will not succeed without financial transparency and strong rule of law. Unless depositors, bondholders, and shareholders can get current, credible, and meaningful financial information about their banks, they will not be able to discipline those banks in a timely fashion. Independent outside audits are an important component of financial transparency and so is public disclosure of bank financial statements. Transparency also facilitates credit ratings of banks by international rating agencies (although in many countries such credit ratings are still confined to the country’s largest banks).

Strong rule of law is similarly crucial to private monitoring. Enforcing the liability of bank officers and directors requires a strong judiciary with the will, training, and resources to carry out the law. Similarly, without strong contract protections, investors will not have faith in bond covenants, and extended shareholder liability will be worthless. Where crime, graft, and fraud make contracts unenforceable as a practical matter, investors will flee the market altogether and uninsured depositors will trigger runs.

Recent studies have borne out the key importance of strong social institutions and respect for law. In “countries with a very good institutional environment” that is conducive to strong bank regulation,
deposit insurance is less likely to “lead to additional instability.”86 In particular, laws requiring banks to have independent outside audits and to publicly disclose their financial statements have been shown to be successful at reducing moral hazard.87

Conversely, it is a mistake to institute explicit deposit insurance where financial “transparency, deterrence and [government] accountability are very weak.”88 Under those conditions, adopting explicit deposit insurance will only retard a country’s financial development and undermine its progress.89

Conclusion

This chapter tells a cautionary tale. Countries considering explicit deposit insurance should be careful of what they wish for. Unless a country has strong banking regulation, a strict failed bank resolution regime, carefully designed deposit insurance with safeguards against risk, healthy private monitoring, and, most of all, strong institutions and the rule of law, explicit deposit insurance will only be a recipe for future bank crises. Conversely, if all of these safeguards are in place, explicit deposit insurance can protect depositors while holding moral hazard in check.
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